




Overview



Introduction & Background

Jodhpur One World Retreat (JOWR) prides itself as one of the most
glamorous events in India with the who’s who of India and many
International celebrities already collaborating in the initiative. The
objective of the event is to create awareness and generate resources for
the Indian Head Injury Foundation (IHIF), founded by His Highness
Maharaja Gaj Singh II of Jodhpur.

Founded in February 2007 byHH Maharaja Gaj Singh II of Jodhpur, IHIF’s
express mission is to build a comprehensive system in India for the
prevention, diagnosis and treatment of traumatic brain injury, and to
provide neuro rehabilitation to such patients.



Description & Purpose / 
Objective

It was plain wild thinking that eventually metamorphosed into hard-core
reality – the Jodhpur One World Retreat! A first-of-its-kind event in the
world, it had been nine months in the making. It flowed out of our
association with the World Economic Forum each year in Davos. And it had
a great social objective to it. Getting global luminaries together on a
common platform to combat the alarming rise of head injuries in the
country. (Incidentally, India has the dubious distinction of being the head
injury capital of the world, with over 1.5 million cases every year. And one
out of every six victims does not survive.)

The basic thought - if the world's greatest thought leaders could brave the
inhospitable environs of a chilly, one-horse town called Davos to ostensibly
conference but actually to network, could we not get them to a gorgeous
princely destination like Jodhpur to do much of the same while they lent
their support to arguably one of the most deserving causes across the
planet.



Description Of Selected Cause

India, incidentally, has the dubious distinction of being the head injury
capital of the world, with over 1.5 million cases every year. And one out of
every six victims does not survive, simply because he does not get the
required medical attention in the “Golden Hour”.

We invested a substantial amount of time in researching and scanning data
on the plethora of possible areas which required attention in India.
Poverty, rural sanitation and hygiene, educating and prospering girl
children and road safety were just some of the spaces that we delved into.
Over the course of our analyses, we realised that almost all of these areas
were already being addressed in a fairly major way by NGOs, corporates
and individuals across the country. On the other hand, the head injury
scenario in India simply overwhelmed us. Here was a situation that was
simply too grim and compelling to be ignored. We also realised that not
many institutions were involved in this space, societal contribution to this
cause was woefully insignificant (there is a marked apathy towards the
issue – “head injury cannot happen to me”) and that there was an urgent
need to combat the alarming rise of head injuries in the country.



Target Audience / Attendance

The second edition of the Jodhpur One World Retreat, a biennial 3-day
fund-raising gala in aid of the Indian Head Injury Foundation once again
saw a stellar gathering of 250 eminent minds and great hearts in the
historic city of Jodhpur.

Participants included spiritual guru, Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev, Bollywood
legend, Amitabh Bachchan, the Duchess of York, Sarah Ferguson, corporate
stalwarts - K P Singh of DLF, Pawan Munjal of Hero Motocorp, Sangita and
Sajan Jindal of JSW, Philipp von Sahr of BMW India, Pramit Jhaveri of
Citibank, Aditi and Shivinder Singh of Fortis, Erika & Peter Born of
Commerzbank AG, Nadia & Mohammed Amersi of Emergent Telecom,
Sanjay Nayar of KKR, Rahul Munjal of Hero Future Energies, Amin Jaffer
and Sanjay Sharma of Christies, Deepa Harris and Renu Basu of the Taj
Group and image guru- Suhel Seth amongst several others who joined the
Maharaja of Jodhpur, Maharaja Gaj Singh II at the event.

Art virtuoso, Paresh Maity and fashionistas, Raghavendra Rathore and JJ
Valaya added a glam touch. A host of medical dignitaries and social
activists including Dr. Raj Narayan from the US, Dr Rajendra Prasad of
Apollo Hospitals, Piyush Tewari of Save Life Foundation and Cdre Ranbir
Talwar of IHIF helped give a new meaning to the thought sessions.



Tie-in Of Program To Main 
Event

At the second edition of the Jodhpur One World Retreat, we laid out a
series of immersive and relevant experiences for the distinguished guests.
While some of these were purely entertainment-driven, there were others
that either involved a financial component or were educative in spirit, the
essential idea being to garner support and help raise resources and
awareness for a truly deserving cause.
The auction by Christie’s raised nearly USD 156250 for IHIF.
The Jodhpur Art Summit saw guests purchasing artworks worth USD
86000, ten percent of which was donated to IHIF.
The Thought Sessions on 21 March 2015 saw leading lights from the global
medical fraternity as well as spiritual leaders from India offering deeply
relevant insights on the human mind and linkages between head injury
and road safety.
In his address, Bollywood legend Amitabh Bachchan made an impassioned
appeal to celebrate life and give freely.
The Eton Choir from UK who specially flew down for a tribute performance
also raised substantial resources on their own for the cause.



Duration Of Program

The Jodhpur One World Retreat is a 3-day biennial event held at Jodhpur in
the princely state of Rajasthan. The second edition of the Retreat was held
between 20th and 22nd March, 2015.
While ensuring consistency in the event format over the years, we have
also ensured that, year on year, the program content is new, refreshingly
different AND relevant to the spirit of the Jodhpur One World Retreat.
With a seamless blend of entertainment and serious deliberations on the
issue of head injury, the second edition of the Retreat offered guests an
immersive set of experiences ranging from an Art Summit, an auction of
priceless experiences, a tryst with spiritual guru Jaggi Vasudev to a
showcase of valour by renowned Indian fashion designers and a date with
Bollywood’s one and only –Mr. Amitabh Bachchan!
Several of the programs at the Retreat have been recurring in nature (ever
since the inaugural Retreat in 2013), notably the Thought Sessions (4
hours), Auction (1 hour), Farewell Brunch (2 hours), the performance at
Mehrangarh Fort (5 hours) and the Finale Night at Umed Bhawan Palace (3
hours).



Overall Revenue / Expense 
Budget

The second edition of Jodhpur One World Retreat showed an encouraging
financial trend, with the broad numbers indicating positive revenue
contributions and, by a logical extrapolation, an increasingly positive global
mindset towards the serious issue of head injuries in India.

Revenues from sponsorships: USD 253968
Participation & Auction revenues: USD 455555
Total revenues: USD 709523

Total event expenses: USD 574603



Description Of 
Sponsor/Charity/Volunteer 
Involvement With Event And Benefits

With guest transportation and accommodation being the critical
components in the success of the event, this edition of the Retreat saw the
coming together of two primary sponsors once again – with automotive
giant BMW as the Luxury Mobility Partner and Taj Group as the Official
Hospitality Partner.
ther than financial support, BMW provided a fleet of 25 chauffer-driven
BMW cars for seamless guest mobility. In return, they were provided with
two displays for their swank new model, the i8 besides across-the-board
visibility for the brand through the presence of the Retreat and Sponsor
logos on each of the cars.
The Taj Group provided four of its prime properties in the city of Jodhpur
at substantially discounted tarriffs to accommodate the guests,
performing artistes and media. It also provided immense support in
executing many of the programs at the event. In return, Taj got an
exposure to the who’s who from across the globe, with increased
prospects of getting assured referrals from all over the world.
The total volunteer count was ten. Each volunteer was provided USD 35
per day alongwith boarding, lodging and commutation.



Overall Effectiveness / Success Of 
Program

The second edition of Jodhpur One World Retreat succeeded in the
mission it had set out on – raise global awareness for a pressing cause. The
Retreat also helped raise substantial resources for the Indian Head Injury
Foundation to address the serious issue of head injuries in India.

The encouraging guest comments post the event also buttress the success
of the Retreat.

Dear Michael, 
What an extraordinary retreat! Thank you for all that you and your team did to make our visit so 
extraordinary from dealing with what must have been an irritating volley of emails to make 
arrangements to the amazing spectacles at the Fort and the Palace. Neither I nor Isabel will ever 
forget. the stunning occasion. 
We have now arrived back in London and find life very subdued compared to the vibrant 
atmosphere of India. We are looking forward already to a return! 
Thank you again. 
Best wishes 

Richard Winter 
PwC | Partner 



Supporting Question



Program Updations At JOWR 2015

While Jodhpur One World Retreat 2013 set the tone for what was arguably
a one-of-its-kind initiative in India, the second edition of the Retreat
turned out to be even more fulfilling and more cerebral than the first
edition.

The Jodhpur Art Summit added a whole new dimension to the Retreat. The
show at Mehrangarh Fort had a bold new theme this time around –
Courage, Valour, Victory Experience – and it was given expression by star
Indian fashion designers J J Valaya & Raghuvendra Rathore and noted
dance exponent Astad Deboo. The Thought sessions next morning saw
noted spiritual guru Jaggi Vasudev wowing the guests with his amazing
insights on the human mind. Christie’s Auction session in the evening was
not just about artworks but priceless experiences as well. And if it was
rockstar Sting at the last edition, Bollywood legend Amitabh Bachchan
added immense star value at the Finale Night this time around.

And, at USD 709523, the revenue generation and support pledges this time
around were substantially higher than in the inaugural edition.



Supporting Materials



Printed Materials

Auction Brochure Covers



Printed Materials

Program Guide



Promotional Materials

Retreat Website



Merchandise Materials

There were no merchandise materials  at the 
Retreat



Information To Participants

Program Tent Card



Information To Participants

Guest Welcome Letter



Supporting Photographs

Guests at the Jodhpur Art Summit



Supporting Photographs

The strikingly illuminated Mehrangarh Fort with a 40 feet tall metal horse that 
served as the backdrop for the fashion showcase



Supporting Photographs

Maharaja Gaj Singh II of Jodhpur leads the procession of guests up the 
Mehrangarh Fort ramparts



Supporting Photographs

Bollywood legend Amitabh Bachchan’s baritone voice pierces the still night air 
at Umaid Bhawan Palace lawns



Supporting Photographs

Auction of priceless experiences in association with Christie’s



Measurable Results

While Jodhpur One World Retreat 2013 set the tone for what was arguably
a one-of-its-kind initiative in India, the second edition of the Retreat
turned out to be even more fulfilling and more cerebral than the first
edition, as many guests had to say.

“Dear Michael,

Upon my return to Delhi I am taking the first possible opportunity to write 
to you to thank you for the wonderful hospitality extended to me during my 
visit to Jodhpur. Every aspect of the event was brilliantly coordinated and 
executed by all concerned in your team. My heartiest congratulations and 
compliments on the job extremely well done.

Warm regards,

K.P. SINGH (Chairman – DLF)”

And, at USD 709523, the revenue generation and support pledges this time
around were substantially higher than in the inaugural edition.



Measurable Results

A staggering media coverage across platforms generated PR mileage  worth 
USD 317460




